CONTAINERIZED PUMPING UNIT

FOR VARIOUS PUMPING OPERATIONS
APPLICATIONS

- Support for different types of well service interventions, for high pressure pumping or fluid circulation
- Used for high-pressure liquid carbon dioxide pumping, acidizing, cementing operations, pressure testing etc.
- Utilized for extreme climates from arctic to desert and tropical conditions

FEATURES

- Containerized
- Various diesel deck engines / various HP ratings
- Various transmissions
- Various high pressure triplex pumps
- Radiator complete with hydraulic thermostatically controlled fan
- Built to European standards (optional)
- CE Conformity (optional)
- DNV certified (optional)
- Remote control for added safety and communication (optional)
- Hydraulic, electric or air start
- Engine pre-heaters for extreme conditions
- Over-pressure safety device and emergency shutdown
- Suction manifold suitable for CO₂ service
- Various pump manifold configurations
- Suction or discharge dampener
- Various options for fuel capacity
- Centrifugal pump for boosting (optional)